Bridge Safety Inspection Report

Facility | Federal Structure ID | Inspector Name | Agency/Consultant | Inspection Date | Legend
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---

Feature | Latitude | Longitude | Struc Num | Insp Freq | Insp Key
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---

Location | Length | Width | Year Built | Year Recon | Br Type | Scour Eval | No.Pins
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---

NBI INSPECTION

DECK

1. Surface
   SIA-58A

2. Expansion
   Jts

3. Other
   Joints

4. Railings

5. Sidewalks
   or curbs

6. Deck
   Bottom
   Surface
   SIA-58B

7. Deck
   SIA-58

8. Drainage
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**NBI INSPECTION**

**SUPERSTRUCTURE**

9. Superstructure  
SIA-59

10. Paint  
SIA-59A

11. Section  
Loss

12. Bearings

13. Abutments  
SIA-60

14. Piers  
SIA-60

15. Slope  
Protection

16. Approach  
Pavt
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### General Notes

17. Approach
Shldrs Swalks

18. Approach
Slopes

19. Utilities

20. Channel
SIA-61

21. Drainage
Culverts

### Guard Rail

<table>
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